Objectives-To evaluate the mortality of a group of tannery workers. Methods-The cohort consisted of 1244 workers (870 men and 374 women) employed at a chrome tannery between 1955 and 1988. A total of 36 414 person-years of follow up was calculated (369 people had died). National and regional mortalities were used to estimate the expected numbers.
found in multiple cohort studies, but as yet no consistent pattern has emerged. The results of case-control studies that have reported results for tannery or leather workers have also been inconsistent. For example, many case-control studies of bladder cancer have examined the risk associated with occupations related to leather. Although some studies found increased odds ratios for bladder cancer associated with various occupations in the leather industry,'4 15 others have not."6 17 Several studies have also used biomonitoring to evaluate the mutagenicity and genotoxicity of exposures in the tanning industry.>"" An increased frequency of chromosomal aberrations in peripheral blood lymphocytes has been found among leather tanners,' 19 whereas negative results have been reported for urinary mutagenesis and the micronucleus test.20 21 The present paper updates a cohort study of workers employed in a tannery located in the city of Genoa, Italy published in 1984. 10 The main findings of the earlier report were an excess of colorectal cancers (standardised mortality ratio (SMR) 186), a small excess of lung cancers (SMR 136) , and two tumours of the tonsils (SMR 3080) . For the present analysis, the entrance criteria for the cohort were expanded and the follow up period was extended by 15 years. The increased number of person-years and the longer period of follow up will allow a better evaluation of the relative risks for the less frequent causes of death and those with a long latency period. In this study an excess of colorectal cancer was found, which was also found in the 1984 analysis. An excess of colorectal cancer has occurred in fur dressers and dyers5 '3 and among shoe workers,27 but has not been found in other studies oftannery workers. It is unclear which, if any, exposures among tannery workers could be responsible for this finding. The risks for both colorectal and bladder cancer both seemed to be higher among workers first hired before the 1950s, although the risk was also increased in later periods. This could be due to changes over time in the process or chemicals used or, for bladder cancer, may reflect a long latency period.
A small excess of lung cancer was described in our first paper (14 observed v 10.3 expected; SMR 136), but was not confirmed in this cumulative update of the cohort. An excess risk of lung cancer among chrome tannery workers is plausible, given their potential exposure to hexavalent chromium, a well known respiratory carcinogen, and there is some evidence from other epidemiological studies. One study of chrome tannery workers found a large excess of lung cancer28 whereas small excesses have been found in other studies.6 However, it is likely that exposure to hexavalent chromium has decreased over time, due to the switch from the double to the single bath chrome tanning process. The possible presence of an excess of lung cancer in this cohort among workers employed in earlier periods was hard to evaluate due to the few person-years and the lack of information on process changes that occurred during the 1940s and 1950s.
One of the most intriguing results of our first study was the presence of two deaths for tumour of the tonsils (0.07 deaths expected). No additional cases were found in the new follow up, even though the person-years had more than doubled. Given the small numbers, it was likely that this was a chance occurrence, In conclusion, this study found our cohort of tannery workers to have an excess risk of bladder and colorectal cancer. The increased bladder cancer mortality is likely to be due to exposure to leather dyes based on benzidine, whereas potential causes for an excess of colorectal cancer are not known.
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